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9. RESULTS, coming in paragraphs be encouraged, and with fewer sub-headings; Results can be beefed up by Tables and Figures, thus reducing redundancy in statements;

10. CONCLUSIONS should be short; Recommendations should not be a separate heading, instead, they should be incorporated as statements after the CONCLUSION in that paragraph;

11. DECLARATION OF COMPETING INTERESTS (or Conflict of Interest/COI) be necessary after the CONCLUSION; This includes Sources of FUNDING (partial, total, pharmacological) or a declaration of No source funding;

12. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, if there are, should follow after the Declaration of COI; Ensure that those individuals/entities acknowledged, agree specifically to be in the Acknowledgment list;
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14. TABLES and FIGURES are supposed to be numbered. TABLES that are lengthy need to be compacted together, and a maximum of 5 Tables be all needed; Footnotes be encouraged,
if necessary; Ensure that each Table and Figure is likewise alluded to in the content of the manuscript;

15. FIGURES should be clear, as some are being submitted as 'copy-paste;' Labelling of TABLES and FIGURES should be clear and must relate to the manuscript submitted, e.g., Cases, demography, etc. but aptly stated;

16. The VANCOUVER REFERENCING style should be strictly followed (see more details below); Please ensure that all cited references are accounted for in the BIBLIOGRAPHY and numbered as these appear in the text with brackets (e.g. [1]); BIBLIOGRAPHY should also follow Vancouver style;

Reference Citation – more details
Vancouver style must be used for reference citation and reference writing. In the manuscript, the citing of references must be as follows:

In brief, the citation numbers in Arabic must be in line with the text (separated with a comma if more than one citation, e.g., "....in the review [1,5,6] or ....in the review [2-6,11,16]," and cited chronologically as they appear in the manuscript (however, not alphabetical), without parenthesis/brackets. In the Bibliography/List of References, the numbering is based on the order of articles cited in the manuscript. Author(s) appearance/s will be as follows:

If there are 1 to 3 authors, include all.

If there are 4 to 6 authors, only the first 3 authors will be cited, followed by "et al."
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If there are 7 or more authors, only the first 6 authors will be cited, followed by “et al.”
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